Characterization and Stability of Janus TiXY (X/Y = S, Se, and Te) Monolayers
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ABSTRACT: The realization of Janus MoSSe monolayers has brought two-dimensional (2D), ternary transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) into focus. The addition of a third element can lead to superior properties, hence extensive analyses on the characterization of these sophisticated systems are required to reveal their full potential. In this study, we examine the structural, mechanical, electronic, thermal, and optical properties of TiXY (X/Y = S, Se, and Te) monolayers by using first-principles techniques. In addition to the common 1T form, the 2H phase is considered, and the stability of both phases is revealed by phonon spectrum analysis and molecular dynamics simulations. Following the investigation of the mechanical response, electronic structures are examined together with partial density of states analysis. The variation of heat capacity with temperature is investigated, and low-/high-temperature response is shown. Finally, possible structural distortions/transformations are also taken into account, and charge density wave transition in 1T-TiSeS due to Peierls instability is demonstrated. Our results not only reveal the stable Janus monolayers of 2H- and 1T-TiXY but also point out these systems as promising candidates for nanoscale applications.

INTRODUCTION

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) with the chemical formula MX2 (M = transition metal; X = S, Se, and Te) are a developing class of two-dimensional (2D) materials. They possess remarkable properties and exhibit rich chemistry, offering possibilities for both high technological applications and fundamental research. Particularly, their sizable and direct electronic band gaps together with high charge carrier mobility make them suitable for a wide range of devices including but not limited to transistors (FETs), diodes (LEDs), photodetectors, and solar cells. It has been also shown that the inherent properties of TMDs can be further modified by functionalization, phase engineering, strain, applied electric field, and formation of lateral/vertical heterostructures.

Within the class of TMDs, 2D TiX2 systems (namely TiS2,16−18 TiSe2,18,19 and TiTe2)20 which have been synthesized in the 1T phase recently have aroused special interest because of their superior electronic properties and formation of charge density waves (CDWs). Ultrathin nanosheets of TiS2 have their superior electronic properties and formation of charge in the 1T phase recently have aroused special interest because of high electrical conductivity (6.76 × 105 S/m).16,17 TiSe2,18,19 and TiTe2,20 exhibit substantial optical limiting activity,22 and display enhanced thermoelectric performance with high stability.23,24 Similar to its bulk counterpart, 2D TiSe2 shows CDW transition at high critical temperature.25 Additionally, 2D TiSe2 has self-induced superconducting phases that coexist with the CDW order.26 The monolayer of TiTe2 is a semimetal and also has a CDW phase, while multilayers of it do not exhibit such a transition.20 These unique properties suggest mono- and multilayers of TiX2 as ideal platforms for a variety of CDW state related applications including optoelectronic devices and quantum communication.27

In addition to binary systems, the growth of the Janus monolayer MoSSe27,28 by replacing the top S atomic layer with Se atoms has drawn significant attention to 2D ternary TMDs.28−30 Inclusion of a third element has modified the inherent properties, and an added degree of freedom leads to many more have been predicted.31−39 To reveal the potential use of ternary 2D materials in nanoscale applications, it is essential to systematically characterize these systems and investigate the variation of properties with composition and structure.

Motivated with the recent realization of 2D ternary TMDs and novel properties of 2D binary TiX2 systems, in this study we examine the structural, mechanical, electronic, thermal, and optical properties of TiXY (X/Y = S, Se, and Te) monolayers. In addition to the commonly studied 1T phase, we also consider...
the 2H polytype and reveal the stability of both phases by phonon spectrum analysis and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Following structural optimization, the mechanical response is analyzed, and the Young modulus and Poisson ratio of the considered systems are calculated. Thereafter, electronic structures are examined together with partial density of states analysis. While (undistorted) monolayers of 1T-TiXY are found to be semimetals, monolayers of 2H-TiXY are semiconductors with indirect band gap. The optical spectrum is obtained by calculating the frequency-dependent imaginary dielectric

Figure 1. Top and side views of (a) 2H- and (b) 1T-TiXY systems. The shaded area represents the unit cell of the structures. Bader charges are shown on the unit cell in the unit of |e|. Negative (positive) values indicate electron accumulation (donation). Bond lengths (black), bending angles (green), and thickness (red) are shown on the side view.
function and correlated with the electronic structure. The variation of heat capacity within the high/low temperature is also explored. Finally, possible structural distortions/transformations correlated with Peierls instability are also taken into account, and CDW transition in 1T-TiSeS is revealed.

■ METHODOLOGY
The ground-state electronic structure calculations were performed by using *ab initio* methods based on density functional theory (DFT)\(^{40,41}\) implemented in Vienna *ab initio* simulation package (VASP).\(^{42}\) The exchange and correlation effects were described by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.\(^{43}\) The projector-augmented wave method (PAW)\(^{44,45}\) was used to interpret the element potentials, and a kinetic energy cutoff of 800 eV was taken for the plane-wave basis set. Atomic positions and lattice constants were optimized by the conjugate gradient method by minimizing the total energy of the system. The convergence criterion for total energy was set to 10\(^{-8}\) eV between two sequential steps, and the allowed Hellmann–Feynman force acting on each atom was less than 0.001 eV/Å. Numerical integration over the Brillouin zone (BZ) was performed using the Γ-centered Monkhorst–Pack scheme\(^{46}\) with a (32 × 32 × 1) k-point mesh. To prevent fictitious interactions between the periodic images, a vacuum spacing of 30 Å was set along the perpendicular direction. In addition to GGA-PBE, the electronic band structures were calculated with a hybrid functional (HSE06),\(^{47,48}\) which is formed by mixing 25% of the Fock exchange with 75% of the PBE exchange and 100% of the PBE correlation energy. The spin–orbit interactions (SOCs) were also taken into account in the electronic structure calculations. Charge partition of atoms was estimated in the framework of Bader charge analysis.\(^{49,50}\)

Phonon spectra were obtained by *phonopy* code\(^{51}\) based on the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)\(^{52}\) by considering the 6 × 6 × 1 super cell. The dynamical stability of the systems was further tested by *ab initio* molecular dynamics (MD) calculations using a microcanonical ensemble which scales the atomic velocities at selected temperatures.

The random-phase approximation (RPA)\(^{52}\) on top of the PBE approach including local field effects was adopted to calculate the optical response. A finer k-point sampling (127 × 127 × 1) was used for PBE-RPA calculations, and total number of bands was increased to 96. The linear response of a system due to an external electromagnetic radiation is described by the complex dielectric function \(\varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon_1(\omega) + i\varepsilon_2(\omega)\). The dispersion of the imaginary part of the complex dielectric function \(\varepsilon_2(\omega)\) was obtained from the momentum matrix elements between the occupied and unoccupied wave functions as follows

\[
\varepsilon_2^{(ap)} = \frac{4\pi e^2}{\Omega} \lim_{q \to 0} \frac{1}{q^2} \sum_{c,k} 2\omega \delta(\varepsilon_{ck} - \varepsilon_{vk} - \omega) \times \left\langle u_{c+k+e_v}^{*} u_{c+k+e_v}^{*} | u_{c+k}^{*} u_{c+k}^{*} \right\rangle,
\]

where \(c\) and \(v\) correspond to conduction and valence band states, respectively, and \(u_{ck}\) is the cell periodic part of the orbitals at the \(k\)-point, \(k\).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Structural Properties and Stability. Prior to designing ternary systems, we obtain the optimized structures of 2H- and 1T-TiX\(_2\), where X refers to a chalcogen atom (S, Se, or Te). Even 2D TiX\(_2\) is fabricated only in the 1T phase to date, and theoretical analysis also predicted the 2H phase as a stable configuration.\(^{7}\) Similar to other TMDs, the Ti atom has the six nearest X atoms, and depending on the arrangement of X atoms either a triangular prism (2H) or octahedron (1T) can be formed. The calculated lattice constants (lal) of 2H–TiSe\(_2\), 2H–TiS\(_2\), and 2H–TiTe\(_2\) are 3.34, 3.49, and 3.74 Å, and lal of 1T–TiSe\(_2\), 1T–TiS\(_2\), and 1T–TiTe\(_2\) are 3.32, 3.43, and 3.64 Å,\(^{53,54}\) respectively. The obtained results are in good agreement with the literature. The binary 2D TiX\(_2\) constitutes the basis of monolayer ternary (Janus) 2H- and 1T-TiXY structures (X/Y = S, Se, and Te). The optimized structures and related structural parameters (bond lengths \((d_{Ti-X}\) and \(d_{Ti-Y}\)), thickness \((d_{X-Y})\), and bond angles \((\angle X-Ti-Y)\) of TiXY monolayers are shown in Figure 1a,b, and the lattice constants are given in Table 1. Similar to binary counterparts, lal of TiXY also scales with the (average) size of chalcogen atoms. Thus, the smallest and largest lal is obtained for TiSeS and TiSeTe, respectively. It is observed that lal of TiXY is in between that of TiX\(_2\) and TiY\(_2\) for both of the phases, and the crystalline symmetry is preserved.

Following the structural optimization, the cohesive energy \(E_C\) of TiXY monolayers is calculated (per unit cell) using the following expression

\[
E_C = E_1(Ti) - E_1(Ti) + E_v(X) + E_v(Y) - E_0(TiXY)
\]

where \(E_0(Ti), E_v(X),\) and \(E_v(Y)\) correspond to the single atom energies of Ti, X, and Y, respectively, and \(E_0(TiXY)\) corresponds to the ground-state energy of the TiXY monolayer. All calculated cohesive energies which are summarized in Table 1 are positive and high (within the range of 8–10 eV), indicating strong binding and stable configurations. \(E_C\) decreases down in the chalcogen group for TiX\(_2\) and a similar trend is also noticed for TiXY. Therefore, the highest (lowest) \(E_C\) is obtained for TiSeS (TiSeTe). When compared, \(E_C\) values of the 1T-phase are higher than those of the 2H-phase (i.e., 1T-phases are more stable than 2H-phases).

As positive \(E_C\) is not sufficient to clarify structural stability, phonon spectrum analysis is also performed. The phonon dispersion along the high-symmetry Γ–K–M–Γ directions is illustrated in Figure 2a,b. The spectrum consists of nine phonon branches where three of them correspond to acoustic modes and the rest are optical modes.\(^{55}\) The phonon frequencies associated with vibrational normal modes in the BZ are positive for all the considered systems (except 1T-TiSeS), indicating structural stability. Additionally, the Kohn anomaly noticed in TiS\(_2\) is also removed.\(^{56}\) The phonon branches are shifted to lower frequencies, and the width of the acoustic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phase</th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>lal (Å)</th>
<th>(E_v) (eV/cell)</th>
<th>(\Phi_e) (eV)</th>
<th>(E_0) (eV)</th>
<th>(E_0^{SOC}) (eV)</th>
<th>(E_0^{HSE}) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2H</td>
<td>TiSeS</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TiSeTe</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T</td>
<td>TiSeS</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TiSeTe</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2H</td>
<td>TiSeS</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TiSeTe</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Lattice Constant (lal), Cohesive Energy \(E_C\), Work Function \(\Phi_e\), and Energy Band Gaps (Calculated at the Level of PBE \(E_0^{PBE}\), PBE-SOC \(E_0^{SOC}\), and HSE \(E_0^{HSE}\)) of 2H- and 1T-TiXY**

\(^{a}\)Semimetallic systems are indicated with SM.
phonon branches broaden with the increasing mass of chalcogen atoms. TiSeS has the highest TO frequencies ($\Omega(k)$) for both of the phases, and $\Omega(k = 0)$ is nearly 11 THz. For 1T-TiSeS, the ZA phonon branch becomes imaginary around the M point due to Peierls distortion, which results in a CDW transition similar to that observed in 1T-TiSe$_2$. Among the considered structures, acoustic branches of TiSeS for both 2H and 1T phases at the vicinity of $\Gamma$ point are much steeper than the others, indicating a higher thermal conductivity. It is also clear from Figure 2 that there is no gap between acoustic and optical branches for all the structures compatible with their binary counterparts.

To further test the dynamic stability at high temperatures, ab initio MD calculations are performed. The size constraint is removed by taking the $5 \times 5$ super cell, and then starting from 300 K, the temperature is gradually increased up to 900 K within 3 ps total simulation time. The snapshots of the resulting geometries taken at 900 K are shown in Figure 3a,b. Even at 900 K, atoms only vibrate around their equilibrium positions, which confirmed the dynamical stability of TiXY monolayers at and above ambient temperature.

**Mechanical Properties.** The mechanical strength of the 2D materials is essential for their use in nanoscale applications. The in-plane stiffness ($Y_{2D}$) and Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$) can be used to characterize the mechanical response of TiXY monolayers, and they are listed in Table 2 together with the relevant elastic constants. First, all calculated elastic constants ($C_{ij}$) are positive for TiXY, and they satisfy the Born criteria indicating the mechanical stability of these structures. In-plane stiffness can be calculated by using the relation $Y_{2D} = (C_{11} - C_{12})/C_{11}$. It is noticed that $Y_{2D}$ of TiXY monolayers is not the average of its binary counterparts but smaller than those of TiX$_2$ and TiY$_2$. $Y_{2D}$ decreases down the group of chalcogen atoms, and thus the smallest value is obtained for TiSeTe. As in-plane stiffness is a
measure of rigidity, this decrease indicates softening of the crystal. When compared with other ternary TMDs, $Y_{2D}$ of TiXY is smaller (larger) than those of MoXY and WXY (VXY and CrXY).\textsuperscript{37}

In a similar manner, Poisson’s ratio ($\nu = \frac{C_{12}}{C_{11}}$) which is the ratio of transverse contraction strain to longitudinal extension strain is calculated. Different from $Y_{2D}$, $\nu$ increases with the increasing atomic number of chalcogen atoms. Additionally, based on Christensen’s ductility criterion,\textsuperscript{62} while monolayers of

Figure 4. Band diagram and partial density of states (PDOS) of (a) 2H- and (b) 1T-TiXY structures. The effect of spin–orbit coupling (SOC) is shown by dashed lines. Fermi level is set to zero.
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1T-TiXY are brittle ($\nu < 1/3$), monolayers of 2H-TiXY are considered to be ductile ($\nu > 1/3$).

**Electronic Properties.** The calculated electronic band structures for 2H and 1T phases are shown in Figure 4a,b. Similar to their binary counterparts, monolayers of undistorted 1T-TiXY are semimetallic with negative band gap between the two bands crossing the Fermi level ($E_F$) around the $\Gamma$ (pockets of electrons) and M point (pockets of holes). Indirect negative band gaps of TiSeS, TiSeTe, and TiTeS at the level of GGA-PBE (+SOC) are calculated as 0.371 eV (0.372 eV), 0.394 eV (0.424 eV), and 0.176 (0.187 eV), respectively. When compared, these values are within the same range but smaller than those reported for binary TiX$_2$.$^{53,57}$ Significantly smaller negative band gaps are calculated with hybrid functionals, but a similar profile is obtained (Figure S1, Supporting Information).

On the other hand, all 2H-TiXY phases are semiconductor as illustrated in Figure 4a. However, the literature on 2H-TiX$_2$ is scarce,$^2$ and the monolayer of 2H-TiTe$_2$ is reported as a metal. Accordingly, it can be postulated that broken symmetry due to the addition of a third element turns metallic 2H-TiX$_2$ into indirect band gap semiconductor 2H-TiXY. The band gap ($E_{g}$) decreases down the group of chalcogen atoms, leading to the highest value for 2H-TiSeS (0.57 eV) and the smallest value for 2H-TiTeSe (0.16 eV). The variation of $E_g$ is correlated with the amount of charge donated to Ti from chalcogenides as shown in Figure 1a. The inclusion of spin–orbit coupling (SOC) decreases $E_g$ around 7–8 meV (Table 1). As expected, larger $E_g$ is obtained when calculations are repeated by HSE functional; however, similar trends are observed. $E_g^{HSE}$ values are summarized in Table 1, and the corresponding band structures are provided in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). To get better insight about the electronic properties of the structures, the partial density of states (PDOS) are also examined (Figure 4). When the states in the vicinity of $E_F$ are considered, chalcogen atoms mainly (but unevenly) contribute to the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) states. As bands below $E_g$ are less dispersive for 2H-TiXY than those of 1T-TiXY, sharper peaks in PDOS are obtained for 2H-TiXY.

From Table 1, it follows that the investigated 2H- and 1T-TiXY monolayers have work functions ($\Phi_w$) between 4.89 and 5.96 eV. When compared, semiconductor H-phases have higher $\Phi_w$ values than semimetallic T-phases, and $\Phi_w$ decreases down the chalcogen group following a trend similar to $E_g$. Calculated work functions are comparable with those of various TMDs.$^{63}$ The high $\Phi_w$ leads to better carrier injection efficiency from metal to TiXY in electronic devices and can lower the contact resistance at the interface.$^{64}$

**Optical Properties.** The in-plane optical responses of 2H- and 1T-TiXY monolayers are analyzed by calculating the imaginary part of dielectric function ($\epsilon_2(\omega)$) which is presented in Figure 5a,b. The absorption onsets of semiconducting 2H-TiXY are correlated with their electronic band gaps. Thus, the onset of absorption redshifts down the group of chalcogen atoms. Considering the HSE-corrected optical spectrum (Figure S2, Supporting Information), 2H-TiSeS has a significant absorption in the visible region, while absorption of 2H-TiSeTe and 2H-TiTeS remains in the infrared region. Additionally, all systems have secondary remarkable absorption peaks at the near-UV region.

For metallic 1T-TiXY, a Drude peak is obtained due to the free carrier intraband transitions in the low-frequency regime. The main absorption peaks of 1T-TiSeS, 1T-TiTeS, and 1T-TiTeSe are located at 1.02, 0.75, and 0.68 eV, respectively, all remaining in the infrared regime.

**Thermal Properties.** Associated with the analysis of the phonon modes, we also calculate the heat capacity ($C_v$) of 2H- and 1T-TiXY monolayers excluding the electronic contributions (which are negligible at all practical temperatures). $C_v$ determines not only the thermal energy stored within the
system but also how quickly it radiates heat. Heat capacity at constant volume can be calculated by

\[ C_v = \sum_{qs} k_B \left( \frac{\hbar \omega_s(q)}{k_B T} \right)^2 \frac{\exp(\frac{\hbar \omega_s(q)}{k_B T})}{\left[ \exp\left(\frac{\hbar \omega_s(q)}{k_B T}\right) - 1 \right]^2} \]  

(3)

where \( q \) is the wave vector; \( \omega_s(q) \) is the phonon frequency at \( q \) with phonon mode index \( s \); \( T \) is the temperature; \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant; and \( \hbar \) is the reduced Planck constant. As expected, \( C_v \) increases with temperature for all compositions and converges to a constant value of \( 3NR \) (3 × 24 J·K\(^{-1}\)·mol\(^{-1}\)), approaching the Dulong–Petit limit as shown in Figure 6a,b. It is noticed that 1T-TiSeS deviates from this limit due to imaginary phonon frequencies, but the \( C_v \) of 1T-TiSeS is also included for the sake of completeness. Up to 300 K, \( C_v \) slightly increases down the chalcogen group for both phases. It can be correlated with the shift of optical modes, as \( C_v \) varies much faster for high-frequency optical phonon modes than low-frequency acoustic phonon modes at low-temperature values.65

Charge Density Wave Instability in 1T-TiSeS. As shown in Figure 2b, the ZA phonon branch of 1T-TiSeS becomes imaginary around the M point which indicates a CDW transition similar to that observed in 1T-TiSe\(_2\).66 For the symmetric system, the band structure near \( E_F \) consists of a pair of concave bands which are mainly derived from the Se–S 4p states. At the M point, the bottom of a convex band reaches just below \( E_F \), and this band is derived from the Ti 3d states, yielding a negative gap of 371 meV. For the 2 × 2 distorted phase (Figure 7a), the semimetallic state is altered, and the gap opening is noticed as shown in Figure 7c due to Peierls distortion.66 \( E_{\text{gap}} \) is obtained as 0.08 (0.07) eV with GGA-PBE (+SOC) and 0.36 eV with HSE06 (Figure S3, Supporting Information). The calculated atomic displacements in the CDW phase are 0.09 Å for Ti and 0.03 Å for Se and S atoms. While \( d_{\text{Ti–S}} \) (\( d_{\text{Ti–Se}} \)) is equal to 2.41 Å (2.58 Å) for symmetric configurations, it becomes 2.36 Å, 2.41 Å, and 2.47 Å (2.51 Å, 2.58 Å, and 2.65 Å) in the distorted phase (Figure 7a). The total energy per chemical unit is lowered by 3 meV for the distorted (CDW) phase relative to the symmetric one, and no imaginary phonon modes are noticed (Figure 7b). Gap opening pushes the occupied Se–S 4p states to lower energies, resulting in total energy lowering. For ternary systems, this is counteracted by an increase in elastic energy so that CDW transition is not observed in 1T-TiSeTe and 1T-TiTeS. The CDW phase is entirely a band structure effect as a result of spontaneous symmetry breaking involving atomic displacements similar to TiSe\(_2\).

### CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we investigated the structural, mechanical, electronic, thermal, and optical properties of TiXY (X/Y = S, Se, and Te) monolayers. In addition to the mostly studied 1T phase, the 2H phase was also considered, and the stability of both phases was demonstrated by phonon spectrum analysis and high-temperature molecular dynamics simulations. The electronic structure analysis indicated that while 1T-TiXY monolayers are semimetallic with negative band gap all 2H-TiXY are indirect band gap semiconductors. Accordingly, the semiconducting phases have absorption in the visible and infrared regions, and the Drude peak is obtained for semimetallic 1T-TiXY in the low-frequency regime. Finally, the variation of heat capacity with temperature showed that \( C_v \) slightly increases down in the chalcogen group which can be correlated with the shift of optical modes and then converges to the Dulong–Petit limit at higher temperatures. Finally, together with symmetric configurations, distorted phases were also taken into account, and charge density wave transition in 1T-TiSeS due to Peierls instability was revealed. The energy lowering due to band gap opening is counteracted by an increase in elastic energy, so that CDW transition is not observed in other metallic systems. Our results not only reveal the stable Janus structures of 2H- and 1T-
TiXY monolayers but also characterization of their fundamental properties suggests these systems as promising candidates for nanoscale applications.
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